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Introduction
Since 1884 the Gaelic Athletic Association has had a place in Irish society that goes
beyond what is normally expected of a national sporting body. The Association was
founded on 1 November 1884 in a hotel billiard room in Thurles. The meeting was
attended by only a small group of men who agreed to form ‘The Gaelic Athletic
Association for the Preservation and Cultivation of National Pastimes.’ The main
proponent of a revival of Gaelic games was *Michael Cusack, a schoolteacher from
County Clare. Although not active in politics, Cusack was a committed nationalist.
The documents selected for this case study attempt to place the origins of the GAA
within the historical context of Ireland in the 1880s. Charles Stewart Parnell’s
leadership of the Irish Parliamentary Party reaped unprecedented electoral success for
Irish nationalism in 1885 and 1886. This led the nationalists to rally to Parnell’s call
for constitutional action to secure Home Rule for Ireland. However, the 1880s also
witnessed the revitalization of the *Irish Republican Brotherhood as a well organized,
popularly supported and militant alternative to Parnell’s vision. Also to the fore in the
nationalist movement was the Catholic Church which had the power to make or break
any party or individual seeking popular support in the country. It was from within this
maelstrom of political activity that the GAA emerged, offering a new front for the
promotion of nationalism.
It was perhaps inevitable that in such a rapidly changing political and social scene
questions would be asked about what precisely constituted Ireland’s national culture.
In a period that was marked by a pride in everything Irish, it was to be anticipated that
everything British would be cast in negative terms. The central theme which emerges
from the first section of the case study, ‘Origins’ (Documents 1-3), is the need to
promote a clear and coherent nationalist cultural agenda. *Cusack was concerned
about the anglicization of sport in Ireland. If the youth of Ireland were, because of a
lack of Gaelic alternatives, forced to play British sports like soccer, rugby or cricket
how could nationalism ever hope to succeed? The participation at an early date of
nationalist leaders of the calibre of Parnell, *Michael Davitt and *Archbishop Croke
placed the GAA firmly within the nationalist camp. Croke’s letter of endorsement for
the new association (Document 3) marked not only the most forthright illumination of
what the early GAA stood for but also recognized the need that to fully achieve its
goals the movement would have to work towards removing all aspects of British
influence from Ireland, including its sports, pastimes and even cultural mannerisms.
The early success of the GAA in securing support for a revival of the ancient sports of
hurling and football was reflected in large attendances at Gaelic Athletic meetings and
in the rapid growth in the number of affiliated branches of the association which
sprang up all over the country (‘Growth’, Document 4). For Michael Cusack, the
initial impact of the GAA was proof that the Association had gained a key place in the
cultural nationalist movement as it had provided people with a means of asserting
their identity. For all its early success, however, the GAA struggled to remain in
existence as it was bedeviled from 1887 onwards with internal disruption and intense
scrutiny from the police and the government. Despite Cusack’s preference for the
establishment of a non-political and broadly based association that would reflect
rather than direct nationalist opinion, it was clear that political considerations
dominated the GAA in its early years. The third section in the case study, ‘Politics
Versus Sport ‘(Documents 5-7), deals with the problems created for the GAA by
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internal discord. Students must consider whether it was possible for the GAA to exist
in the prevailing political climate of the 1880s as a purely sporting organization. It
was inevitable that any debate within Irish nationalism would shape the direction the
GAA was taking. An early manifestation of the intrusion of politics into the GAA’s
policy was the introduction of the ban excluding members of the Royal Irish
Constabulary from membership of GAA affiliated clubs. The early proponents of
Gaelic sports worked hard to promote the idea that the ban was crucial for the success
of both the Association and Irish nationalism.
The other major theme which dominated the early years of the GAA, the links
between the organisation and the *Irish Republican Brotherhood (I.R.B.), are
examined in the fourth section, ‘Police Scrutiny’ (Documents 8-9). The British
authorities in Dublin Castle paid a great deal of attention to the GAA’s links with
subversive organizations; documentary evidence from *Crime Branch Special Files
and other sources reveals the extent of I.R.B. involvement at both local and national
levels in the Association. The infiltration of the G.A.A by Fenians is crucial to
understanding how contemporaries viewed the Association’s political position in Irish
society. The documents reveal the intrinsic link between some of the most extreme
proponents of the nationalist message and the sporting association. Later, an
extremely damaging battle for control of the Association took place between the
I.R.B. and the moderate nationalists. This struggle reached its climax during the
Parnell split of 1891 when the GAA, under the I.R.B.’s direction, emerged as the only
nationwide organization to fully back the deposed leader. These documents also show
that the rank and file membership of the GAA were not always prepared to follow the
I.R.B.’s lead and endorse non-constitutional action. Students should examine how
tensions between constitutionalists and advocates of physical force divided the GAA
and undermined its credentials as a sporting organization.
Politics, however, was secondary to the GAA and its main role was in forging a sense
of local and national identity. Based on loyalty to the local club, Gaelic games
encourage a sense of community through sport, and a sense of pride and conviviality.
Since its establishment the GAA has stressed the preservation of games which it
believes reflect Ireland’s cultural identity. The final section in the case study (‘The
Games,’ Documents 10-12), examines how the founders of the GAA strove to codify
and in essence to re-invent hurling and football as modern sports. The disruption
caused by the Famine had clearly left its mark upon the games and in many areas they
had effectively disappeared. For the supporters of a revival of Gaelic pastimes, it was
necessary to convince the public that hurling and Gaelic football were necessary for
the preservation of certain national traits and in the struggle to achieve Irish freedom.
In some instances the claims they made were vague and tenuous as the traditional
Gaelic games of the pre-codified era and what might be called the ‘modern’ sports of
hurling and football share so little in common, but it was necessary for the political
image that the GAA was trying to project that a link was made between the past and
the present.
An edited transcript is included for each document. The Biographical Notes section
contains short character sketches of the principal figures mentioned in the documents.
A Glossary has also been added and should be integrated at the reading and initial
comprehension stages of document study. The questions associated with each
document range from descriptive and commentary questions on the source to
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assessments of reliability and accuracy. Students should first consider where, when
and why a document was produced before moving to more analytical questions which
include interpretation. Students should interrogate the evidence derived from the
document by uncovering the political context in which it was created. It is no
coincidence that a large portion of the documentary evidence on the early history of
the GAA is derived from contemporary newspapers as the founders of the Association
were fully aware of the need to use the nationalist press to keep the pubic fully
informed of their wider cultural agenda. Students should use the questions to test a
source’s credibility, authenticity and completeness before evaluating any evidence of
bias, distortion or invention of facts. Finally, students should be encouraged to place
the subject matter of the document into a wider historical context and, if possible,
make comparisons and correlations with other sources of evidence.
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Biographical Notes
Michael Cusack (1847-1906)
Born in Carron in the Burren, County Clare, Cusack qualified as a national school
teacher and taught in schools in ‘all the four provinces’, including Blackrock College
and Clongowes Wood. He later established an academy in Dublin for students
studying examinations for entry into the civil service. The establishment prospered
and earned him a lucrative income. Prominent in the movement for the revival of the
Irish language, Cusack was also passionately interested in sport, having been a
champion shot-putter and an accomplished athlete in his youth. Disillusioned with
what he saw as the social exclusiveness of sport, he was determined to open it up to
mass participation and end what he saw as the anglicisation of Irish athletics. With the
influx of English sports and pastimes, Cusack saw a serious threat to Irish nationality
and was determined to revive interest in the ancient Gaelic games of hurling and
football. In 1883 he founded the Dublin Metropolitan Hurling Club, a precursor to the
establishment of the Gaelic Athletic Association a year later. Cusack saw hurling and
football as the national sports and his new association was instrumental in spreading a
radical ‘new’ nationalist message across the country. A tactless and difficult man to
work with, he was quickly pushed aside once the GAA was up and running. He ended
his life effectively estranged from the movement he had founded, but was accorded a
‘monster’ funeral in recognition of his role in the revival of Gaelic sporting pastimes.
Thomas William Croke (1824-1902)
Born in Ballyclough, County Cork, Croke was educated in Paris and Rome before
returning to Ireland to become the first president of St. Colman’s College, Fermoy.
He was bishop of Auckland, New Zealand (1870-75), before being appointed
archbishop of Cashel (1875-1902). A committed nationalist, he strongly supported the
Land League and gave assistance to evicted tenants during the land war. He
condemned, however, the radical ‘No Rent Manifesto’ of 1881 as an incitement to
agrarian violence but his subsequent ‘No Tax Manifesto’ made him an extremely
popular nationalist figure. He also gave his full backing to Home Rule but became a
strong critic of Parnell after the O’Shea divorce case. He later withdrew from political
life. An articulate and vocal proponent of Gaelic sports, Croke was amongst the first
patrons of the Gaelic Athletic Association. Croke Park, now the GAA headquarters,
commemorates his role in the early years of the Association.
Maurice Davin (1864-1927)
Born in Carrick-on-Suir, County Tipperary, Davin was a farmer who gained
international recognition for breaking world records in running, hurdling, jumping
and weight throwing. He was extremely well known in sporting circles and, as a man
of moderate politics, was generally well regarded by all shades of opinion. Together
with Michael Cusack, in November 1884 he was instrumental in establishing the
Gaelic Athletic Association, becoming its first president.
Michael Davitt (1846-1906)
The son of an evicted Mayo farmer, Davitt emigrated to Lancashire where he suffered
the loss of an arm in a factory accident. He worked as a journalist and joined the
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Fenian movement. In 1870 he was sentenced to fifteen years in jail as a Fenian gunrunner. During his imprisonment he studied socialist politics. He was released on a
ticket-of-leave in 1877. Alongside Parnell and John Devoy, Davitt was instrumental
in the ‘New Departure’. He inaugurated the land war in 1879 by founding the
National Land League and by making a speech in County Mayo denouncing the
‘landlord garrison’. He was expelled from the I.R.B.’s supreme council in 1880,
marking an end to his association with physical force politics. In 1881 he was
imprisoned for Land League activities. Proposing land nationalisation as a socialist
solution to the land question, Davitt became increasingly estranged from mainstream
nationalist politics. He sided against Parnell in the split and became an anti-Parnellite
M.P. for Meath and later West Mayo. A friend of Michael Cusack, Davitt was
consulted in advance of the foundation of the Gaelic Athletic Association in 1884
and, concurring with the aims and ethos of the new association, became one of its first
patrons.
Frank B. Dineen (1862-1916)
Born in County Limerick, Dineen was a noted athlete and journalist. An active
member of the Land League and the I.R.B., he was involved in the Gaelic Athletic
Association from its inception and in the late 1880s participated in the bitter row on
how the association should be run. He was elected to prominent positions in the
organisation serving as both president (1895-98) and general secretary (1898-1901).
He later contributed a column on Gaelic sports to the widely read Sport newspaper. In
November 1908 he purchased the site of the City and Suburban Racecourse in North
Dublin for £3,250 which he sold to the GAA It later became Croke Park.
Justin McCarthy (1830-1912)
A leading politician, novelist and historian, McCarthy was born in Cork and was a
journalist with the Cork Examiner. A supporter of Home Rule, he was elected M.P.
for Longford in 1879 and later represented Derry city (1886-92). McCarthy frequently
acted as an intermediary between the British government and Parnell. Although he
became chairman of the anti-Parnellite nationalist party after the split in 1891, he
remained on friendly terms with the deposed leader. He retired from politics in 1900.
William O’Brien (1852-1928)
O’Brien was born in Mallow, County Cork and educated at Queen’s College Cork. He
became a journalist with The Freeman’s Journal. A leading supporter of Parnell, in
1881 he founded and edited United Ireland, the official mouthpiece of the Irish
Parliamentary Party. He was arrested and imprisoned for publishing seditious articles
in October 1881. On his release in 1883 he was elected M.P. for Mallow. He
continued to publish United Ireland and in 1886 announced the Plan of Campaign to
further tenant rights. He also gave the infant Gaelic Athletic Association valuable
publicity by allowing Michael Cusack publish a column in the weekly paper until the
he and Cusack fell out in mid-1886. When the Irish Parliamentary Party split in 1891
O’Brien reluctantly opposed Parnell’s leadership. He remained active in politics,
however, and in 1898 founded the United Irish League with Michael Davitt.
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Glossary
The Celtic Times (January 1887-January 1888)
A short-lived weekly newspaper established and edited by Michael Cusack, the
founder of the Gaelic Athletic Association. The Celtic Times gave Cusack a platform
to support and encourage interest in Ireland’s national sports and to promote his views
on the organisation of Irish sport. Having been ousted from his role as secretary of the
GAA, Cusack used the paper to launch a vigorous attack upon the I.R.B.-dominated
executive which assumed control of the association in 1887. Cusack also wrote about
Gaelic literature, music and history and the promotion of native Irish industries. As
the first periodical devoted primarily to Gaelic games, The Celtic Times provides
valuable evidence on the early success of the GAA in supporting athletic competitions
and reviving interest in hurling and football.
Crime Branch Special Files (1887-1920)
Complied by officers of the Royal Irish Constabulary, these records comprise
analyses of the organisations and people thought to be involved in political crime.
Members of the National League, the I.R.B. and the GAA figure prominently in some
of the reports. Detailed files were maintained on all organisations seen as subversive
while short biographies were kept on those individuals involved in land agitation and
Home Rule politics. The files may now be consulted in the National Archives.
The Freeman’s Journal (1763-1924)
One of the foremost newspapers of eighteenth-century Ireland, The Freeman’s
Journal was founded by Charles Lucas in 1763 as a voice for independent civic
politics in Dublin. Challenging government ministers and defending Protestant
liberties, the newspaper served as a mouthpiece for politicians like Henry Grattan and
Henry Flood. By the late 1880s, however, it was the leading nationalist daily
newspaper and supported the Irish Parliamentary Party. Many young journalists cut
their teeth with the paper, most notably William O’Brien who was afterwards editor
of United Ireland. Initially The Freeman’s Journal showed little interest in promoting
the Gaelic Athletic Association and neither it and nor its weekly supplementary title
Sport reported the revival of Gaelic games. This poor coverage of GAA activities in
the press was a source of great annoyance for Michael Cusack.
Irish Republican Brotherhood (I.R.B.)
A revolutionary secret society which sought the overthrow of British rule in Ireland
by physical force. In official police records of the times members of the I.R.B. were
invariably referred to as ‘Fenians.’ With Parnell and constitutional nationalism in the
ascendancy in the 1880s, the prospects for the I.R.B.’s brand of revolutionary
militancy seemed poor. In response, the I.R.B. adopted a tactic of infiltrating
mainstream nationalist movements like the Land League and later the Gaelic Athletic
Association. Organisations such as the GAA offered the I.R.B. a means of spreading
its radical agenda beyond the confines of its own supporters to a wider public. The
extent of I.R.B. involvement in the GAA was most clearly demonstrated at the
Thurles convention of 1887 when prominent members of the secret society seized
control of the executive committee of the Association.
National League
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A nationalist organisation set up by Parnell at a conference in Dublin in October 1882
to promote Home Rule. Like its predecessor, the Land League, the organisation
consisted of local branches, most members being elected to represent local issues. The
National League worked to secure support for the Irish Parliamentary Party and was
responsible for much of the party’s electoral success in the late 1880s. It remained a
potent force until the split in the nationalist movement brought about by the Parnell
divorce scandal.
United Ireland (1881-98)
Founded by Parnell in 1881 to promote the interests of the Land League, United
Ireland was edited from 1881 to 1890 by William O’Brien M.P., a close associate of
Parnell. The newspaper described itself as the ‘official organ’ of the Irish
Parliamentary Party and published cartoons and caricatures in order to circulate the
nationalist message to a wider audience. In the hands of a journalist as skilled as
O’Brien United Ireland served as an important propaganda tool for Parnell and in
1886 was to the fore in elaborating the Plan of Campaign. It was also instrumental in
politicising the land issue, in elucidating the doctrine of Home Rule and in promoting
interest in a revival of Gaelic culture throughout the 1890s.
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Documents included in case study
Origin
1. Articles by *Michael Cusack and *Maurice Davin promoting the
establishment of an association to preserve Gaelic sports and pastimes
(*United Ireland, 11, 18 October 1884).
2. An extract from a report on the inaugural meeting of the Gaelic Athletic
Association for the Preservation and Cultivation of National Pastimes (Cork
Examiner, 3 November 1884).
3. A letter from Archbishop *Thomas William Croke to *Michael Cusack,
indicating his acceptance of the role of patron of the Gaelic Athletic
Association (*United Ireland, 27 December 1884).
Growth
4. Articles reporting the growth of the Gaelic Athletic Association, 1887-90
(*Freeman’s Journal, 10 November 1887; Sport, 6 December 1890).
Politics versus Sport: Internal Disunity
5. A letter from ‘a hurler’ to *Michael Cusack criticising the Gaelic Athletic
Association for banning members of the Royal Irish Constabulary from
membership (*The Celtic Times, 2 April 1887).
6. An extract from a report referring to the Thurles Convention of the Gaelic
Athletic Association (9 November 1887) and *Archbishop Croke’s
estrangement from the Association (*Freeman’s Journal, 11 November 1887).
7. An article accusing the Gaelic Athletic Association of supporting Fenians (The
Times, 6 September 1888).
Police Scrutiny
8. An extract from a report from police files outlining the links between the
I.R.B. and the Gaelic Athletic Association in County Kerry, 12 April 1890
(N.A.I, *Crime Branch Special Files, 126/S).
9. A table from police records showing the approximate strength of ‘Clerical’
and ‘Fenian’ branches of the Gaelic Athletic Association, 1889-91 (P.R.O.,
Kew, London, C.O. 904/16, ff 280-81).

The Games
10. Illustrations of the Dublin Metropolitan Hurling Club (The Illustrated
Sporting and Dramatic News, 22 March 1884).
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11. The first playing rules of football and hurling adopted by the GAA at its
second convention, December 1884 (The Gaelic Athletic Association for the
Preservation and Cultivation of National Pastimes, Dublin, [?1885]).
12. Advertisements for Gaelic sports gear (*United Ireland, 17 October 1885).
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Document 1
An article by *Michael Cusack and a letter by *Maurice Davin promoting the
establishment of an association to preserve Gaelic sports and pastimes (*United
Ireland, 11, 18 October 1884).
Description of Document
By late 1884 *Michael Cusack was actively canvassing newspapers in support of his
efforts to establish an athletics body for nationalists. He gained a sympathetic hearing
from both *United Ireland and The Irishman. The former was widely read as it was
considered the official organ of the Irish Parliamentary Party. Throughout the summer
of 1884 both papers published a series of anonymous articles written by Cusack. This
culminated in ‘A word about Irish athletics’ which set out the case for the formation
of the organisation which was ultimately to become the Gaelic Athletic Association.
Suggesting that the recent revival of interest in athletics was nothing more than a false
dawn as it was sponsored by people of anti-Irish sentiment, Cusack argued that it was
the responsibility of Irish people to preserve their Gaelic sporting heritage. The next
issue of *United Ireland published a letter from *Maurice Davin who wrote in
support of Cusack’s plan to revive the ancient Irish games of hurling and football
under new codes and rules.
Edited Transcript of Document
A Word About Irish Athletics
No movement having for its object the social and political advancement of a nation
from the tyranny of imported and enforced customs and manners can be regarded as
perfect if it has not made adequate provision for the preservation and cultivation of
the National pastimes of the people. Voluntary neglect of such pastimes is a sure sign
of a National decay and of approaching dissolution … The corrupting influences
which for several years have been devastating the sporting grounds of our cities and
towns are fast spreading to our rural population. Foreign and hostile laws and the
pernicious influence of a hated and hitherto dominant race drove the Irish people from
trysting [meeting] places at the crossroads and hurling fields back to their cabins
where but a few short few years before famine and fever reigned … A few years later
a so-called revival of athletics was inaugurated in Ireland. The new movement did not
originate with those who have ever had sympathy with Ireland or the Irish people.
According to the labourers, tradesmen, artists, and even policemen and soldiers were
excluded from the few competitions which constituted the lame and halting
programme of the old promoters. Two years ago every man who did not make his
living either wholly or partly by athletics was allowed to compete. But with this
concession came a law which is as intolerable as its existence in Ireland is degrading.
The law is that all Athletic Meetings shall be held under the rules of the Amateur
Athletic Association of England, and that no person competing should be ineligible to
compete elsewhere. The management of nearly all the meetings held in Ireland since
has been entrusted to persons hostile to all the dearest aspirations of the Irish people.
Every effort has been made to make the meetings look as English as possible – footraces, betting and flagrant cheating being the most prominent features…
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We tell the Irish people to take the management of their games into their own hands,
to encourage and promote in every way every form of athletics which is peculiarly
Irish, and to remove with one sweep everything foreign and iniquitous in the present
system. The vast majority of the best athletes are nationalists. These gentlemen should
take the matter into their hands at once, and draft laws for the guidance of the
promoters of meetings in Ireland next year. The people pay the expenses of the
meetings, and the representatives of the people should have the controlling power. It
is only by such an arrangement that pure Irish athletes will be revived and that the
incomparable strength and physique of our race will be preserved.
Irish Athletics
Dear Sir – I am much pleased to see that you take an interest in Irish Athletics. It is
time that a handbook was published with rules &c., for all Irish games. The English
Handbooks of Athletics are very good in their way, but they do not touch on many of
the Irish games which, although much practiced, are not included in the events and
programmes of athletic sports … Irish football is a great game, and worth going a
very long way to see, when played on a fairly laid-out ground and under proper rules.
Many old people say that hurling exceeded it as a trial of men. I would not care to see
either game now, as the rules stand at present. I may say there are no rules, and
therefore, those games are dangerous. I am anxious to see both games revived under
regular rules....
I am sorry to hear hat it became necessary to make some other remarks, which appear
in the article in *United Ireland of the 11th inst. I thought we in Ireland were pretty
free from the abuses you mention. I know they are said to be a great blot on the sport
in England, but I understand the management there are doing all they can to remedy
it. If a movement such as you advise is made for the purpose of reviving and
encouraging Irish games and drafting rules &c., I will gladly lend a hand if I can be of
any use.

Document Questions
Description and Comprehension
What classes of document are these?
Who wrote the documents?
When were the documents produced?
For what purpose were the documents produced?
Why does Cusack reject the recent revival in Irish athletics? [Paragraph, No
movement having for its object…]
What remedy does Cusack offer to the Irish people? [Paragraph, We tell the Irish
people…]
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On what points does Maurice Davin agree with Cusack? [Paragraph, ‘Irish
Athletics.’]
Interpretation and Criticism
What opinions is Cusack expressing his the document?
Did Cusack wish to inform or persuade his audience?
How effective is Cusack’s article in achieving its purpose?
What do you think Cusack thought of English people? Does his article contain any
nationalist sentiments?
Have the documents changed your interpretation of the issues and persons involved in
the founding of the Gaelic Athletic Association?
Wider Context and Comparison
What do the documents reveal about the interests and views of Michael Cusack and
Maurice Davin?
What themes are evident in the discussion in your textbook on the foundation of the
GAA? In what ways does the evidence in these documents on the origins of the
Association complement what you have learned from textbook and other sources?
Read the report on the activities of some members of the GAA in The Times in
Document 7. Do the accusations levelled at the GAA by its opponents accurately
reflect what Cusack and Davin proposed in these documents?

Document 2
An extract from a report on the inaugural meeting of the Gaelic Athletic Association
for the Preservation and Cultivation of National Pastimes (Cork Examiner, 3
November 1884).
Description of Document
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On 1 November 1884 *Michael Cusack and *Maurice Davin announced that they had
issued invitations to athletic clubs all over the country and to those interested in
revitalising Irish sport to attend a meeting at Miss Hayes’s Commercial Hotel in
Thurles. The meeting got under way at three o’clock in the hotel billiard room. It was
an inauspicious start for the new Association as the meeting was very poorly attended.
The reports are conflicting as Cusack later exaggerated the number of those present
but it was possible that only seven people responded to Davin’s and Cusack’s
invitations. Luckily, a journalist with the Cork Examiner, John McKay, was amongst
those few who did attend. The paper gave the Association’s founding meeting some
valuable publicity. The business end of the meeting was concluded hurriedly. Davin
was elected chairman and gave a speech reiterating the need to revive Irish athletics
and draft proper rules. Cusack maintained that he received letters of encouragement
from many prominent people including several members of Parnell’s Irish
Parliamentary Party; McKay also gave a short speech calling for a national athletic
body free from all English influence. Davin was then elected president and the official
name of the new Association was agreed. Finally, Cusack proposed Archbishop
Thomas William Croke, Charles Stewart Parnell and *Michael Davitt as patrons of
the new organisation. There were few signs that the Association founded at this
unpromising Thurles meeting would have such an impact on Irish sport and culture.
Edited Transcript of Document
Gaelic Association for National Pastimes
A meeting of athletes and friends of athletics was held on Saturday, at three
o’clock, in Miss Hayes’s Commercial Hotel, Thurles, for the purpose of forming an
association for the preservation and cultivation of our national pastimes.
Mr. *Michael Cusack, of Dublin, and Mr. *Maurice Davin, Carrick-on-Suir, had the
meeting convened by the following circular:- ‘You are earnestly requested to attend a
meeting, which will be held at Thurles on the 1st November, to take steps for the
formation of a Gaelic Athletic Association, and for providing rational amusements for
the Irish people during their leisure hours. The movement, with it is proposed to
inaugurate, has been approved by Mr. *Michael Davitt, Mr. *Justin McCarthy, M.P.,
Mr. *William O’Brien…and other eminent men, who are interested in the social
elevation of our race.’ The meeting was but poorly attended, and several important
athletic clubs in the south did not send a representative, but this was perhaps owing to
the fact that the notice was very short … Among those present at the preliminary
meeting on Saturday were – Mr. Cusack, Mr. Davin, Mr. Bracken, Mr. O’Ryan
(Thurles), Mr. Wise Power (Naas and Kildare club), Mr. Ryan, sol., Callan; Mr. John
McKay (Cork Athletic Club) &c.
Mr. Davin was called to the chair, and Mr. Cusack read the circular convening the
meeting. The chairman then said that many of the good old Irish games had been
allowed to die out in the country, which he and many others would like to see revived.
Mr Cusack then detailed the steps he had taken to get real Irish athletic events put in
the programme of athletic meetings throughout the country, and how when he
suggested to the promoters of the Caledonian games … to introduce the high jump,
the long jump, throwing the hammer, slinging the 58lbs, and putting or throwing the
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16lbs, that they at once consented to do so … He (Mr. Cusack) thought that they
should be able to have the Gaelic Association meeting in 1885, but Mr. *Michael
Davitt thought it would be too soon – that it would require £1,000 to carry out such a
meeting, and a general election was at present impending. Mr. Davitt guaranteed that
£500 of the £1,000 would be got from the Irish in America. Mr *William O’Brien
also promised his support, but cautioned him (Mr. Cusack) against the movement
being political in any sense…
On the motion of Mr. Cusack, seconded by Mr. Power, Archbishop Croke, Mr.
Parnell, and Mr. Davitt were appointed patrons of the new association; and on the
motion of the same gentlemen, the title of the new association was fixed as ‘The
Gaelic Association for the Preservation and Cultivation of National Pastimes.’
Mr. Cusack then proposed that Mr. *Maurice Davin – an athlete who had
distinguished himself so much both in Ireland and England – should be the president
of the association…
Mr. [John] McKay (Cork)…while he was now speaking, he wished to avail of the
occasion to say…that the formation of the Gaelic Association should only form one
step in reaching the goal they were all anxious to arrive at – namely, the formation of
a general athletic association of Ireland – composed of representatives from all the
leading clubs – to regulate the management of all meetings, to frame rules for their
own for the government of such meetings, and put an end once and forever to their
being bound by the rules of the English A[mateur] A[thletic] Association (hear, hear).

Document Questions
Description and Comprehension
What class of document is this?
Who wrote the document?
When was the document produced?
How many people attended the meeting? [Paragraph, Mr. Michael Cusack, of Dublin,
and Mr. *Maurice Davin…]
What sports was Cusack particularly interested in promoting? [Paragraph, Mr. Cusack
then detailed steps…]
What suggestions does John McKay make at the meeting? [Paragraph, Mr. [John]
McKay (Cork)…]
Interpretation and Criticism
Did the writer have first-hand knowledge of the events described in the document?
Why do you think the founding meeting was so poorly attended?
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Why do you think Cusack later exaggerated the number of those present at the
meeting in Thurles?
Wider Context
Overall, how does this document add to you knowledge of the circumstances
surrounding the establishment of the Gaelic Athletic Association?
What other historical sources could be used to check the evidence presented in this
document?
Suggest a question about the inaugural meeting of the GAA that is left unanswered by
this source?
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Document 3
A letter from Archbishop *Thomas William Croke to *Michael Cusack, indicating his
acceptance of the role of patron of the Gaelic Athletic Association (*United Ireland,
27 December 1884).
Description of Document
During the course of the inaugural meeting of the Gaelic Athletic Association it was
decided that Archbishop Croke, Parnell and Davitt should be invited to become
patrons. Croke, Archbishop of Cashel and an ardent nationalist, was quick to lend his
influential support to the fledgling body. He wrote a long and fulsome letter to Cusack
on 18 December 1884 explaining why he was agreeing to act as patron. The letter was
subsequently published in a number of nationalist newspapers including *United
Ireland. Identifying the malignant influence of ‘foreign’ sports on the youth of his
time, Croke saw the establishment of the GAA as part of a wider nationalist agenda to
promote a cultural and political revival. He was scathing in denigrating of those who
played polo, croquet and cricket which he regarded as alien to Irish tradition.
Intensely patriotic both in tone and content, the sentiments in the letter have attained a
central place in the Association’s approach to activities viewed as injurious to
traditional Irish life. Consequently, it was widely regarded as the unofficial charter of
the early GAA
Edited Transcript of Document
To Mr. *Michael Cusack, Hon. Secretary of the Gaelic Athletic Association.
My Dear Sir – I beg to acknowledge the receipt of your communication inviting me to
become a patron of the ‘Gaelic Athletic Association,’ of which you are, it appears,
hon. secretary I accede to your request with the utmost pleasure.
One of the most painful, let me assure you, and, at the same time, one of the most
frequently recurring reflections that, as an Irishman, I am compelled to make in
connection with the present aspect of things in this country, is derived from the ugly
and irritating fact that we are daily importing from England not only her
manufactured goods, which has practically strangled our own manufacturing
appliances, but, together with her fashions, her accent, her vicious literature, her
music, her dances, and her manifold mannerisms, her games also her pastimes, to the
utter discredit of our own grand national sports, and the sore humiliation, as I believe,
of every genuine son and daughter of the old land.
Ball playing, hurling, football, kicking according to Irish rules…and all such favourite
exercises and amusements amongst men and boys, may now be said to be not only
dead and buried, but in several localities to be entirely forgotten and unknown. And
what have we got in their stead? We have got such foreign and fantastical field sports
as lawn-tennis, polo, croquet, cricket, and the like – very excellent, I believe, and
health-giving exercises in their way, still not racy of the soil, but rather alien to it, as
are, indeed, for the most part the men and women who first imported and still
continue to patronise them.
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And unfortunately, it is not our national sports alone that are held in dishonour, and
dying out, but even our suggestive national celebrations are being gradually effaced
and extinguished, one after another, as well. Who hears now of snap-apple, or bonfire
night? They are all things of the past, too vulgar to be spoken of, except in ridicule, by
the degenerate dandies of the day. No doubt, there is something pleasing to the eye in
the ‘get up’ of a modern young man who, arrayed in light attire, with parti-coloured
cap on and racket in hand, is making his way, with or without companion, to the
tennis ground. But, for my part, I should vastly prefer to behold, or think of, the
youthful athletes whom I used to see in my early days at fair and pattern, bereft of
shoes and coat, and thus prepared to play hand-ball, to fly over any number of horses,
to throw the ‘sledge’ or ‘winding stone,’ and to test each others’ mettle and activity
by the trying ordeal of ‘three leaps,’ or a ‘hop, step, and a jump.’
Indeed if we continue travelling for the next score of years in the same direction that
we have been going in for some time, contemning [despising] the sports practised by
our forefathers, effacing our national features as though we were ashamed of them,
and putting on, with England’s stuff and broadcloths, her ‘masher’ habits and such
other effeminate follies as she may recommend, we had better at once, and publicly,
adjure our nationality, clap hands for joy at the sight of the Union Jack, and place
‘England’s bloody red’ exultingly above ‘the green.’
Depreciating, as I do, any such dire and disgraceful consummation, and seeing in your
society of athletes something altogether opposed to it, I shall be happy to do for it all
that I can, and authorise you now formally to place my name on the roll of your
patrons.
In conclusion, I earnestly hope that our national journals will not disdain, in future, to
give suitable notices of those Irish sports and pastimes which your society means to
patronise and promote, and that the masters and pupils of our Irish colleges will not
henceforth exclude from the their athletic programmes such manly exercises as I have
just referred to and commemorated.
Explanatory Note
Masher
A slang term for one who attempts to force his attentions on an unwilling party.

Document Questions
Description and Comprehension
What class of document is this?
Who wrote the document?
When was the document produced?
For what purpose was the document produced?
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According to Croke, what, aside from manufactured goods, has Ireland imported from
England? [Paragraph, One of the most painful…]
What reasons does Croke give for not supporting ‘foreign’ sports? [Paragraph, Ball
playing, hurling, football…]
What, according to Croke, will happen if something is not done to protect native Irish
pastimes? [Paragraph, Indeed if we continue travelling…]
Interpretation and Criticism
What evidence in the document helps you understand why it was written?
How did nationalist politics influence what Croke had to say in the document?
Do you think Croke’s criticism of those who play ‘foreign’ sports was merited?
Wider Context
How has this document added to your understanding of the influence of ethnic and
cultural factors in the foundation of the GAA?
Why did Croke’s letter assume such a central place in the GAA’s approach to
‘foreign’ sports?
Formulate a question about Archbishop Croke that is left unanswered by this source.

Document 4
Articles reporting the growth of the Gaelic Athletic Association, 1887-90
(*Freeman’s Journal, 10 November 1887; Sport, 6 December 1890).
Description of Document
From the very start the GAA attracted considerable support across the country.
Historians agree that few movements have had such an immediate effect on rural
Ireland. Cusack’s appeal to Irish people to take control of Irish sport clearly struck a
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chord whilst the Association’s success proved that there was a great demand at parish
level for a revival of the ancient Gaelic games of hurling and football. Before the
setting up of the GAA the games had been played in a haphazard and unorganised
fashion with little or no attention paid to rules. With the arrival of Cusack’s
association the games adopted a more formalised code and, consequently, enjoyed
even greater levels of participation and spectator popularity. In the absence of official
GAA records from this early period, it is hard to judge the spread of this important
cultural, sporting and political phenomenon but, to some extent, press reports can be
used to fill the gaps in the evidence. The first statistical report on the early growth of
the GAA in the press is to be found in a report by Tim O’Riordan to the controversial
Thurles convention of November 1887. O’Riordan was one of the secretaries to the
executive committee of the Association and he lists the number of branches founded
on a county-by-county basis. The second short report (1890) is from Sport, a weekly
subsidiary published by the *Freeman’s Journal. In these formative years of the
Association, the greatest concentration of branches was in Munster and in the
adjoining counties of Leinster while less spectacular growth was reported in
Connaught and Ulster.
Edited Transcript of Document
1. An extract from Tim O’Riordan’s report to the Thurles convention of the
GAA (*Freeman’s Journal, 10 November 1887).
Brother Gaels, in presenting on behalf of the late Central Executive the annual
report of the association during the past year … we desire at the outset to say that the
members of the association generally may fairly congratulate themselves on the
flourishing position which the association has attained … When the outgoing
executive was elected over twelve months ago the number of affiliated branches was
small. It is, however, a matter for congratulation that in the interval which has elapsed
the spread of the Gaelic movement has far exceeded the anticipations of its friends
and supporters. At the period referred to the GAA was practically confined to the
counties in the province of Munster … As might be expected Tipperary – the cradle
of the association – at present enjoys the enviable position of having within its
confines a number of affiliated branches – upwards of 130 far in excess of any other
county in Ireland, and next in order mentioned come the counties of Limerick with
upwards of 90 clubs, Cork 70, Clare 60 and Waterford 30. In Leinster also the
movement is taking deep roots and it is worthy of comment that the smallest county in
Ireland can boast of having the largest number of affiliated clubs in the province,
Louth possessing no less than fifty-five branches; in Meath, Kilkenny and the county
and city of Dublin there are upwards of fifty affiliated clubs; and next in order come
Wexford, Wicklow, King’s County, Kildare, Queen’s County and Carlow. In the
Western province the county of Galway stands out prominently as being the
stronghold of the GAA movement in Connaught, for while it contains some seventy
branches, the aggregate number of clubs in other counties does not exceed ten.
Neither has Ulster kept outside the association, and it is pleasing to note that in
Cavan, Armagh, Monaghan and Tyrone branches have been already established …
2. An extract from a report, ‘Gaelic Pastimes’ (Sport, 6 December 1890).
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According to the list of affiliation fees the number of clubs affiliated in Ireland during
the past season would be as follows – Kildare, 33; Antrim 6; Queen’s County, 40;
Carlow, 20; Mayo, 18; Fermanagh, 9; Wicklow, 12; Tyrone, 3; Westmeath, 6;
Wexford, 18; Waterford, 6; Monaghan, 3; King’s County, 3; Leitrim, 6; Kilkenny, 18,
Clare, 16; Longford, 18; Louth, 16; Derry and Donegal, 16; Cork, 50; Galway, 63;
Dublin, 60; Meath, 19; Limerick, 30; Kerry, 35 … The number of clubs in each
province is as follows – Leinster, 263; Munster; 137; Connaught, 67; Ulster, 37.
Leinster, therefore, has over one-half of the clubs in the entire association.

Document Questions
Description and Comprehension
What classes of document are these?
When were the documents produced?
For what purpose were the documents produced?
Where was the GAA’s greatest strength in terms of affiliated clubs in 1887?
Where was the Association comparatively weak in 1887?
Draw a comparative table showing the counties cited in the sources and the number of
affiliated clubs listed in each in 1887 and 1890.
-

Did the Association expand or contract in the period 1887-90?
Which counties saw an increase in the number of clubs?
Which counties experienced a decline?

Interpretation and Criticism
What factors contributed to the immediate success of the GAA?
Does the evidence in these documents support or contradict the contention that the
GAA was exclusively a rural and nationalist movement in the late 1880s?
Are there any gaps in this record of the growth of the Association. How might these
gaps make it difficult to come to any definitive conclusions?
Wider Context and Comparison
Do the documents give any indication that Protestants or unionists had joined the
GAA in large numbers?
Overall, how does this source add to your knowledge of the early growth of the
GAA?
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Compare the statistical data on the early growth of the GAA in these documents with
the figures provided in Document 9. Draw up a comparative table showing the
numbers of affiliated clubs for individual counties. What conclusions can be drawn
from the two documents in relation to the success (or otherwise) of the GAA as a
national sporting body?
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Document 5
A letter from ‘a hurler’ to *Michael Cusack criticising the Gaelic Athletic Association
for banning members of the Royal Irish Constabulary from membership of the
Association (*The Celtic Times, 2 April 1887).
Description of Document
*Michael Cusack filled the role of acting general secretary of the GAA for the first
two years of its existence. Not known for his moderation, however, he was ill-suited
to the role of administrator and planner. Petulant and prone to hostile invective
against those with whom he did not agree, Cusack antagonised many of the influential
men around him. His frequent personality clashes with prominent members of the
GAA led to his removal from the post of secretary in July 1886. Embittered by his
rejection at the hands of those whom he regarded as usurpers of his leadership,
Cusack fought back by establishing a newspaper, *The Celtic Times, which contained
scathing attacks upon the leadership of the GAA This particular letter from an
anonymous Tipperary member who styled himself ‘The Hurler’ reflects upon the
decision made by the GAA in February 1887 to deny membership of the Association
to R.I.C. members. To an overtly-nationalist association which was increasingly
under the control of an *I.R.B.-led executive, the police were the armed force of
landlordism and the repressive arm of British authority in Ireland. Given the political
tensions of the times it was perhaps inevitable that the GAA would adopt a rule
effectively banning R.I.C. men from participation in Gaelic sport. But in this article,
an anonymous writer expresses his opinion that the social ostracism of some local
sporting men (who just happened to be police officers) ran counter to the spirit of
non-political association which Cusack had founded. As the Association began to
permeate the layers of Irish society, it became increasingly clear that politics and
sport could not be effectively compartmentalised. Together with the boycott of
‘foreign’ sports, the ban on police membership was later seen as an important means
of preserving native culture and pastimes.
Edited Transcript of Document
The GAA AND THE EXECUTIVE
To the editor of The Celtic Times.
Cashel, 21st March, 1887.
Sir – I would ask you to give me a little space in your valuable paper to say a few
words on the present aspect of the Gaelic movement, especially as regards the
constitution and actions of the Executive. No one will deny that the Gaelic Athletic
Association is a movement so grand in its conception, so Celtic in its character, and so
essentially popular in its organization, that, perhaps, it surpasses all other existing
organizations, both in what it has done and what it is yet destined to do, to elevate a
nation, physically as well as morally…
Indeed, well may its founder [Cusack] contemplate his beautiful structure with pride
and admiration; but at the same time he, in common with all true Gaelic men, must
deprecate any attempts, such as have recently been made by the Executive, to cast
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discredit on a movement which, up till then, went on remarkably well, and for the
simple reason that it was left for the most part to take care of itself …
No one expected that this body [the executive] was capable of exhibiting much
wisdom; but on the other hand neither was anybody prepared to give them credit for
such suicidal tendencies, as certain resolutions which passed at their present meeting
in Dublin exhibited. One in particular which has caused widespread indignation in
this locality. I refer to the one which excludes members of the Royal Irish
Constabulary from competing under the rules of the GAA Now, this resolution is
inconsistent with the liberality of the thing called the Executive. There are no just
grounds on which members of the R.I.C. can be thus boycotted. It is a body
principally composed of small farmers, and which can count within its ranks men in
whose bosoms there burns the fire of patriotism no less brilliant and no less intense
than is to be found in the breast of any man who ever swore fidelity to the cause of
Ireland. The brutality of the force on certain trying occasions was the exception, not
the rule, and instances are on record in which kind-hearted members of the police
contributed to the support of impoverished tenants whom they reluctantly helped to
exterminate …
This resolution is untenable, indiscriminate, and unjust, and every liberal-minded
Gaelic man should raise his voice in protest, and loudly demand to have it rescinded.
It will, otherwise, have the effect of excluding some of our best men from the arena of
Gaelic Athletics – an arena into which all true Irishmen, irrespective of creed, class,
or occupation should be welcomed with open arms. There is no one who admires the
GAA more … and I would not feel it a bit degrading to take my stand, side by side, in
a Gaelic contest with a member of the R.I.C …
Having thus seen the many blunders made, by the present Executive (for which its
respected President [*Maurice Davin] is no way responsible), I think every effort
should be made to rescue the Association from their hands, and to place it in the
hands of men who will be competent to guide it properly …

Document Questions
Description and Comprehension
What class of document is this?
When was the document produced?
For what purpose was the document produced?
What does the writer consider to be Cusack’s opinion of the actions of the G.A.A
executive? [Paragraph, Indeed, well may its founder …]
What does the writer mean by the ‘suicidal tendencies’ of the executive? [Paragraph,
No one expected that this body …]
Why, according to the writer, was the ban on members of the R.I.C. unjust? [Line,
There are no just grounds …]
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Interpretation and Criticism
Give two reasons justifying the ban on R.I.C. membership of the GAA and two
contrary arguments.
Why do you think the writer chose to remain anonymous? What problems are posed
for the historian by the anonymity of the writer?
Are there any clues in the document which might indicate how the writer obtained his
information?
Wider Context
What did the ban on R.I.C. membership reveal about the political stance of the GAA?
How did the GAA ban on police membership complement the Association’s stated
desire to de-anglicise sporting life in Ireland?
Has the document changed your interpretation of the issues to which it refers?
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Document 6
An extract from a report referring to the Thurles Convention of the Gaelic Athletic
Association (9 November 1887) and Archbishop Croke’s estrangement from the
Association (*Freeman’s Journal, 11 November 1887).
Description of Document
Despite its initial success in attracting members, the GAA suffered a series of
setbacks in the period 1887-91. Racked by disunity, the Association struggled to
survive. At a time when the country was in ferment over the Home Rule question, it
was impossible to keep the GAA in complete isolation from the contemporary
political situation. It had always been *Michael Cusack’s intention to retain the
Association’s apolitical stance but with the defeat of the Home Rule bill of 1886, the
subsequent resignation of Gladstone’s government and the adoption by tenants of the
Plan of Campaign, the country was in a state of turmoil. In many ways the internal
struggle in the GAA was a reflection of the broader debate within Irish nationalism
between those who advocated constitutional agitation as exemplified by Parnell and
the parliamentary party and those who saw physical force as the only means of
achieving independence. An intensely bitter power struggle developed within the
G.A.A between the contrasting Parnellite and Fenian visions of nationalism. It
reached its climax at the convention held in Thurles in November 1887. At this
stormy meeting the *I.R.B. managed to secure control of the Association and have its
candidates Patrick Neville Fitzgerald and E.N. Bennett elected as chairman and
president respectively. This *Freeman’s Journal report comments upon Archbishop
Croke’s decision to dissociate himself from the Association in the aftermath of the
I.R.B takeover at Thurles. It also refers to the dire implications of the convention for
the GAA It urges the membership of the Association to reflect upon the futility of
violent revolution and remember Archbishop Croke’s undisputed nationalist
credentials. The *Freeman’s Journal was a supporter of Parnell and the *National
League and opposed the extremist direction in which the *I.R.B. was taking the GAA
Edited Transcript of Document
His Grace the Archbishop of Cashel, in a letter which we publish today publicly
dissociates himself from ‘the branch of the Gaelic Athletic Association which
exercised such sinister influence over the proceedings at Thurles on Wednesday.’ His
Grace in this short and dignified communication indicates not obscurely the motives
which have compelled him to take this course. Those who are responsible for driving
the Archbishop of Cashel from the Association must have fully anticipated what had
occurred. In fact they deliberately invited it. In the place of the illustrious Archbishop
of Cashel they have put Mr. P.N. Fitzgerald and in the place of *Maurice Davin they
put Mr. Bennett, Poor Law Guardian … In driving from the ranks the Archbishop of
Cashel the Association … those who have usurped nominal control of it, have not
only completely broken up the old organisation, but they have raised a new banner
which at the present crisis has a most dangerous significance.
The popular organisation in Ireland, at the head of which stands Mr. Parnell, Dr.
William Walsh, archbishop of Dublin, Dr. Croke and Dr. Davitt, has gained for the
Irish National cause its present irresistible and impregnable strength by a union of
people and priests, acting within the Constitution and determined by constitutional
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methods to obtain the legislative independence of the country. They have secured the
co-operation of the English Liberal leader and of the democracy of the United
Kingdom…Mr Herbert Gladstone the other day declared that the circumstances of
Ireland justified an attempted revolution …Theoretically we do not deny the truth of
that assertion, but what we do say is this, that nothing practically justifies a revolution
which has practically no chance of success. What we do say is that the men, be they
few or many, be their motives noble or otherwise, who would encourage the young
men of Ireland to enter into secret associations for revolutionary purposes are,
whether, knowingly or the reverse, it matters not, playing the game of the enemies of
the country, playing the game of the present [Conservative] government, and adopting
the only possible method of defeating the otherwise assured success of Home Rule …
There is not a man in Ireland, whatever his antecedents who could truthfully stand up
and say that he is a better patriot or more ready to make sacrifices for his country than
the Archbishop of Cashel … When it comes to the point that a man like Dr. Croke has
publicly to dissociate himself from an association which he fostered and practically
created, then we say that it is time for every man connected with the Association to
pause and to consider whither he is going … There are practically two associations
formed. The one proposes to go upon the old lines; the other proposes to enter upon a
new and a dangerous path … [the latter] has indicated the intolerance of union with
the priesthood – a union which in the past has been the surest guarantee for Irish
progress. It proposes or at least it tends to introduce the demon of disunion amongst
Irishmen … when the struggle is at its fiercest … One thing all parties probably will
agree to, that, if there be two policies, if there be two parties, if there be a section
large or small who are opposed to the policy of Dr. Croke, who are opposed to the
policy of the *National League, who are opposed to constitutional agitation, then the
sooner the two sections are distinguished the better. Therefore we think that,
discreditable and even disgraceful as some of the proceedings of last Wednesday
were, they may eventuate in good.

Document Questions
Description and Comprehension
What class of document is this?
When was the document produced?
In what circumstances was the document produced?
Why, according to the document, should Archbishop Croke’s decision to dissociate
himself from the GAA be regretted? [Paragraph, His Grace the Archbishop of
Cashel…]
What success had the ‘union of people and priests’ achieved? [Paragraph, The popular
organization …]
Why should the activities of an association which entices young men to join secret
societies be discouraged? [Line, What we do say is that men…]
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Interpretation and Criticism
What opinions or interests might have influenced the content of this Freeman’s
Journal article? Does the article express any particular point of view?
To what extent had the GAA become politicized by the events at the Thurles
convention?
What is the
priesthood?

message in relation to the GAA’s connection with the Catholic

What precisely does the article mean by saying that ‘two associations’ had been
formed by the proceedings at the Thurles convention?
Wider Context
How does the evidence in this source cast light on the manner in which divisions in
nationalist politics interrupted the early progress of the GAA?
What other historical sources can be used to check the interpretation of events
provided in this document?
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Document 7
An article accusing the Gaelic Athletic Association of supporting Fenians (The Times,
6 September 1888).
Description of Document
The public demonstration at the Thurles convention of November 1887 of the I.R.B
tightening its grip on the GAA did not go unnoticed by those hostile to the very
existence of the Association. Sections of British public opinion opposed to Irish
nationalists seized upon the efforts of the Fenian faction to gain control as a means of
denigrating the entire movement to revive Gaelic cultural and sporting pastimes. This
article from The Times was typical of the negative perception of the Association in the
contemporary English press. Attention is drawn to the suspected involvement of GAA
members in overtly political demonstrations and the support given by some branches
of the Association to indicted Fenians. The article also refers to a resolution passed at
a meeting of the Cork branch of the Association which attacked the decision to
prosecute two leading *I.R.B. activists who were members of the GAA One of those
cited, *Frank B. Dineen, later purchased the plot of ground in north Dublin which was
to become the Association’s headquarters, Croke Park. The *I.R.B. were known to be
well represented amongst the rank and file of the GAA This fact was enough for some
in official positions to add the Association to a list of treasonable organisations, which
included the *I.R.B. and the suppressed *National League, whose aims were seen as
subversive to the British interest in Ireland.
Edited Transcript of Document
The Gaelic Athletic Association has been persistently represented by nationalists as a
purely non-political body, organised solely for the revival and development of
national pastimes. Reports of its members having been discovered engaged at drill,
using their hurleys as muskets, have been denied, and efforts have been made to
explain away the attendance of its uniformed members at political demonstrations as
the bodyguards of members of Parliament, and to prevent the encroachment of the
police. Despite these precautions, however, the public are in no way deceived by its
ostentatious pretence to be non-political. It is very well known that the organization
was called into existence at a period when it was feared the *National League would
have been totally suppressed, in order that the work of the League might be carried on
uninterruptedly. It is principally officered by well-known Fenians, who are careful to
have its affairs secretly conducted. Reports are, however, furnished to the Parnellite
Press and, owing to want of proper supervision probably, sometimes, contain matter
which runs away with the ‘non-political’ character of the organisation. An instance of
this kind has just occurred. The Macroom branch of the Association passed the
following resolution in the Cork Examiner ‘That we, the members of the Macroom Gaelic Athletic Association, condemn in the
strongest terms the prosecutions of Messrs. *F.B. Dineen and T.J. O’Mahoney, two
well known athletes, under the Coercion Act; and we are of opinion that the
persecution of these gentlemen is intended to strike a blow at the Gaelic Athletic
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Association, as one of the factors in our struggle for national independence and
autonomy,’
The Cork Herald publishes the same resolution; but though purporting to give it in its
entirety, omits all reference to the association being ‘one of the factors in the struggle
for national independence and autonomy.’

Document Questions
Description and Comprehension
What class of document is this?
When was the document produced?
For what purpose was the document produced?
What evidence is offered in support of the accusations against the GAA? [Line,
Reports of its members…]
Why, according to the document, was the GAA founded? [Line, It is very well known
that…]
Why are the two articles from the Cork Examiner and the Cork Herald at odds with
the contention that the GAA is a ‘non-political’ organisation? [Paragraph, ‘That we,
the members of…and paragraph, The Cork Herald publishes…]
Interpretation and Criticism
Was The Times a neutral party, or did it have opinions or interests which might have
influenced what it said about the GAA?
To what prejudices (if any) is the newspaper appealing?
How effective is the document in achieving its purpose?
Wider Context and Comparison
Has the document changed your interpretation of the issues to which it refers?
Has the document raised any questions to which you would like answers?
Read the report on the Thurles convention of November 1887 in Document 6. Are the
accusations made in The Times article supported or contradicted by what happened at
the convention?
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Document 8
An extract from a report from police files outlining the links between the *I.R.B. and
the G.A.A in County Kerry, 12 April 1890 (N.A.I, *Crime Branch Special Files,
126/S).
Description of Document
Once it became clear that the *I.R.B. had taken effective control of the GAA, a split
developed along clearly discernible lines. On one side were moderates predominately
from the Home Rule and *National League camps who looked to Parnell and the
priests for leadership; on the other side was the *I.R.B faction which dominated the
executive committee of the Association. These internal divisions did not go unnoticed
by the police who compiled reports on the efforts of the *I.R.B. to infiltrate GAA
clubs and branches in various parts of the country. The inspector in charge of the
District Constabulary for the South West division drew up this report on County
Kerry. It details information acquired from an informant in the Association’s ranks
who had been sworn into the I.R.B. by the county secretary, Maurice Moynihan, later
a national secretary of the GAA The document also mentions the recent hostility of
the clergy to the Association and how interest in local sporting competitions
organised by the GAA had declined markedly. The inspector provides a table to back
up his claims in relation to the close connection between the GAA and the I.R.B. in
the county.
Edited Transcript of Document
Having by direction of the Under Secretary, made enquiry as to the method by
which members of the GAA are drafted into the ranks of the *I.R.B. I beg to report
as follows: A Kerry informant, ‘Emerald’ states that when he had been about six
months in the GAA he was accosted while practising football in the sports field at
Tralee by Maurice Moynihan (Secretary of Kerry’s *I.R.B. and GAA) who asked
him if he would wish to become ‘a man.’
Emerald said that he was already a man. Moynihan replied that he was only a boy,
but that he could make a man of him. The subject then dropped. On the following
Sunday both men met again at the same place, and Moynihan renewed the
conservation, and induced Emerald to go with him to a room under the stand
where, after some questioning, he swore him as a member of the *I.R.B.
This informant states that the Tralee sports ground is a favourite place for enrolling
members of the GAA He also alleges that most of the GAA men are also members
of the I.R.B … Having regard to the disorganised condition of the *I.R.B.
throughout Kerry I am inclined to think that for some time past very little has been
done as to the enrolment of members; and that the leaders are content to keep the
GAA in their hands as a training school from which they can at any time draft
recruits should a scheme be started for the reorganisation of the *I.R.B., or the
formation of a new society … I attach a return giving particulars respecting the
County Board from which it will be seen that all its members are also members of
the *I.R.B. and most of them occupy high ranks.
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I may add, however, that the interest in the GAA is beginning to flag. Last year the
sports held at Tralee, Killarney etc were very largely attended but so far the Tralee
meetings this year show a great falling off. The members are beginning to suspect
the leaders of using funds for their own purposes and are becoming restive under
the frequent demands for subscriptions. It is probable that ere long several clubs
will cease to exist except on paper.
The clergy take little interest in the association.
County of Kerry
Return showing the members of the GAA County Board for 1890
No

Name

Occupation

Residence

1

Thomas Slattery

Publican

Tralee

Position
on County
Board

Remarks

President Dist. Centre
IRB
2
3
4
5

Maurice Moynihan
Michael Hanlon
Martin O’Sullivan
James MacDonnell

Clerk
Farmer
Grocer’s Assistant

Ditto
Ditto

Secretary
Treasurer
Member

Ballyduff
Ditto

Farmer’s Son

Secretary IRB
Ex. Council IRB
Dist. Centre IRB
Member IRB

Ditto
6

J.P. O’Sullivan

Ditto

Killorglin

7

Daniel Guerin

Publican

Killarney

Ditto

Dist. Centre IRB
Member IRB

Ditto
8

Thomas Moore

Farmer

Castlegregory

Dist. Centre IRB
Ditto

9

Robert O’Donnell

Ditto

Kilgobbin

Member IRB
Ditto

10

J.D McMahon

Ditto

Camp

Dist. Centre IRB
Ditto

11

M.K. Hogan

Publican

Castleisland

Treasurer IRB
Ditto

Ennis, 12 April 1890.
A. Gampell
District Inspector, Crime Special.
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Document Questions
Description and Comprehension
What class of document is this?
Who wrote the document?
When was the document produced?
For what purpose was the document produced?
What happened to the informant ‘Emerald’ whilst he was training at the GAA
grounds at Tralee? [Line, A Kerry informant…and Paragraph, Emerald said that…]
For what purposes was the *I.R.B. using the GAA in County Kerry? [Line, Having
regard to the disorganised…]
Why had interest in GAA sports begun to flag in the county? [Paragraph, I may add,
however…]

Interpretation and Criticism
Do we know how the writer obtained the information contained in the document?
Was the writer a neutral party or did he have opinions or interests which might have
influenced what he recorded?
What information can be inferred from the attached table showing a return of GAA
county board members in Kerry?

Wider Context
Overall, how has this source enhanced your knowledge of the links between the GAA
and subversive organisations?
Using your textbook and information you have obtained from other sources as a
guide, examine the evidence in this document and suggest reasons why the Catholic
clergy were not prepared to support an association which included Fenian members.
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Document 9
A table from police records showing the approximate strength of ‘Clerical’ and
‘Fenian’ branches of the Gaelic Athletic Association, 1889-91 (P.R.O., Kew, London,
C.O. 904/16, ff 280-81).
Description of Document
The schism between the *I.R.B. and the priests in the GAA was the most serious
threat faced by the Association in its formative years and seemed to jeopardize the
very existence of the movement. It was clear that no nationwide organisation could
prosper without clerical support and the hostility shown by some representatives of
the clergy to the Association once it was taken over by Fenians resulted in a dramatic
fall-off in membership. The Catholic Church reacted strongly to the attempts by this
radical secret society to secure control over a body to which thousands of young
nationalists owed their sporting allegiance. The problems faced by the GAA in 1891
were compounded by the wider cataclysm which befell the nationalist movement as a
whole in the aftermath of the split in the Irish Parliamentary Party occasioned by the
O’Shea divorce scandal. As the split divided all shades of political opinion, the GAA
undermined its position further by steadfastly maintaining its unequivocal support for
Parnell. It was the one truly national body which maintained its support for the
deposed leader. This stance, however, ensured that the Association was out of step
with mainstream nationalist opinion which followed the church’s anti-Parnellite line.
The outcome of the Association’s support for Parnell was an almost complete
collapse of membership in some areas. As this table prepared by the various District
Constables around the country shows there was a dramatic decline from the heady
days of the late 1880s. In many counties rival ‘clerical’ and ‘Fenian’ clubs vied with
each other for support. Some branches went out of existence whilst sporting
competitions organised by the GAA either attracted little support or disappeared
completely.
Edited Transcript of Document
The marked decline in this Association, at the end of 1891 has already been brought
to the notice of Government … It was pointed out that that the Branches had fallen
from 777 in 1889 to 339 at the end of 1891. There is no life in the existing branches.
The split has affected this Association, as it has other movements, but before the
rupture occurred, the GAA had lost most of its influence as a political factor. The
*I.R.B. element is still better represented than the clerical following in the
Association.

Gaelic Athletic Association
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Comparative statement showing number of Branches by Counties, in 1889, and at the
end of the past year, 1891.
Branches existing in 1891

Division and County
Antrim
Armagh
Donegal
Down
Fermanagh
Londonderry
Louth
Monaghan

Branches existing in
1889
1
5
3
3
11
14
10
11

Under Clerical
Control
-

Under Fenian
Control
1
4
1
3
2
-

Total approximate
membership in 1891
1
30
98
30
217
28
-

Galway E.R.
Galway W.R.
Mayo
Roscommon

33
26
30
40

6
1
2
4

19
16
1
8

785
1009
161
556

Cork E.R.
Cork W.R.
Clare
Kerry
Limerick

82
10
15
31
49

20
5
1
9
8

28
1
8
13

2276
205
21
687
710

Carlow
Kilkenny
Queens
Tipperary N.R.
Tipperary S.R.
Waterford
Wexford
Wicklow

20
24
41
18
29
14
33
27

2
58
1

12
4
7
3
6

619
190
218
151
431

3
1
-

39
16
17
11
26

1898
1060
817
405
1426

2
-

1
16
10

20
1220
448

66

273

15,716

Cavan
Kildare
Kings
Leitrim
Longford
Meath
Sligo
Westmeath

Totals

197
Total for
Division

777

In the Western District the District Constables states that some of the branches are neutral (neither Fenian nor Clerical control)
but in such cases the members usually are extremists and sympathise with the Fenian party – they are thus shown in returns.

Document Questions
Description and Comprehension
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What class of document is this?
Who wrote the document?
When was the document produced?
For what purpose was the document produced?
What is the police assessment of the state of the GAA at the end of 1891?
Where did the Association’s greatest strength lie in 1891?
Where is the Association comparatively weak? In which counties were no clubs to be
found?
In which counties had the GAA suffered the steepest decline in the years 1889-91?
Which counties had the strongest Fenian presence?

Interpretation and Criticism
Is the police assessment of the GAA likely to be accurate? What was the source of the
information?
Why were representatives of the Catholic clergy antagonistic to the fortunes of the
GAA at this point?

Wider Context and Comparison
Why is this table particularly revealing as evidence for the overall growth or decline
of the GAA in the period 1887-91?
Would recent revelations as to the evidence provided by intelligence services to the
British and United States governments before the Iraq war make you sceptical as to
the accuracy of this report?
Compare the data taken from this document with the evidence on the growth of the
Association from 1889-90 in Document 4. To what extent had the number of clubs
affiliated to the GAA declined? Do you think this decline can be attributed to the
effects of the schism brought about by I.R.B. infiltration of the Association?

Document 10
Illustrations of the Dublin Metropolitan Hurling Club (The Illustrated Sporting and
Dramatic News, 22 March 1884).
Description of Document
In 1883 Michael Cusack founded the Dublin Metropolitan Hurling Club and
organized games in the Phoenix Park every weekend during the summer months.
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These matches were relatively well supported. Publicity was provided for Cusack’s
venture by the appearance of these illustrations in a weekly sporting magazine. The
Illustrated Sporting and Dramatic News, which was published in London from 1874
to 1943, occasionally included pictorial items of Irish interest. The illustration is made
up of ten tableaus which give an artist’s impression of hurling as it was played by
Cusack’s Metropolitan Club. It contains representations of a few archaic features of
hurling which the GAA did not continue, including the horsewoman who began the
game by galloping across the field and ‘tossing the ball in the centre amongst the
players.’ The text which accompanied the illustrations also explained how in open
play ‘the ball was to be ‘coaxed’ and ‘lifted’ with the hurley – never with the hand –
and when off the ground hit with the full strength of the player.’

Document Questions
Description and Comprehension
Describe what is happening in each scene.
Describe in detail each of the following features: dress, footwear, hurleys and style of
play.
Describe what is happening in the main scene. How many players are depicted in the
‘warm corner’? To what feature of the game does the ‘warm corner’ refer?
Interpretation and Criticism
Identify features of the game of hurling that have changed over time; consider
possible reasons for these changes.
Consider each of the scene captions; what do they mean? Are any of the terms used in
the captions still current?
Do you think the clothing and footwear worn by the players were conducive to the
playing of hurling?

Wider Context and Comparison
Identify any differences between the game depicted here and the modern game.
Do any of the scenes appear to show infringements of the rules as set out in
Document 11?
Are the players attired according to the recommendations given in Document 11?
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Document 11
The first playing rules of football and hurling adopted by the GAA at its second
convention, December 1884 (The Gaelic Athletic Association for the Preservation
and Cultivation of National Pastimes, Dublin, [?1885]).
Description of Document
*Michael Cusack was known to refer to hurling as a form of ‘miniature warfare’ and
as the ‘manliest game every played by any branch of humankind.’ A notable
landmark in the GAA’s attempts to revitalise traditional Irish sports came with the
publication of official rules. The founder members of the Association were aware that
many of the features of Gaelic games were excessively violent. These rules were an
attempt to improve both standards of play and fairness on the field. Their main aim
was to standardise the rules of both hurling and football and remove many of the
aggressive tendencies associated with the sports. The rules were widely circulated and
were printed in several nationalist newspapers. Later, a pamphlet containing the rules
was published at the relatively inexpensive cost of sixpence. The first hurling game to
be played under GAA rules occurred in Kilkenny in early 1885. The inter-county
competition, which later evolved into the All-Ireland series, commenced in 1887.
Edited Transcript of Document
Football Rules
1. There shall not be less than fourteen or more than twenty-one players a side.
2. There shall be two umpires and a referee. Where the umpires disagree the
referee’s decision will be final.
3. The ground shall be at least 120 yards long by 80 in breadth, and properly
marked by boundary lines. Boundary lines must be at least five yards from
fences.
4. The goal posts shall stand at each end in centre of the goal line. They shall be
15 feet apart, with a cross-bar 8 feet from the ground.
5. The captains of each team toss for choice of sides before commencing play,
and the players shall stand in two ranks opposite each other until the ball is
thrown up, each man holding the hand of one of the other side.
6. Pushing or tripping from behind, holding from behind, or butting with the
head, shall be deemed a foul, and the players so offending shall be ordered to
stand aside, and may not afterwards take part in the match, nor can his side
substitute another man.
7. The time of actual play shall be one hour. Sides to be changed only at half
time.
8. The match shall be decided by the greater number of goals. If no goal be
kicked the match shall be deemed a draw. A goal is when the ball is kicked
through the goal posts under the cross-bar.
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9. When the ball is kicked over the side line it shall be thrown back by a player
of the opposite side to him who kicked it over. If kicked over the goal line by
a player whose goal line it is, it shall be thrown back in any direction by a
player of the other side. If kicked over the goal line by a player of the other
side, the goal keeper whose line it crosses shall have a free kick. No player of
the other side to approach nearer 25 yards of him till the ball is kicked.
10. The umpires and referee shall have during the match the full power to
disqualify any player, or order him to stand aside and discontinue play for any
act which they may consider unfair, as set out in Rule 6.
No nails or iron tips allowed on the boots. (Strips of leather fastened on the
soles will prevent slipping.)
The dress of hurling and football to be knee-breeches and stockings and boots
or shoes.
It would be well if each player was provided with two jerseys, one white and
the other some dark colour. The colours of his club could be worn on each.
Then when a match was made, it could be decided the colours each side
should wear.
Hurling Rules
1. The ground shall, when convenient, be at least 200 yards long by 150 yards
broad, or as near to that size as can be got.
2. There shall be boundary lines all around the ground, at distance of least five
yards from the fence.
3. The goal shall be two upright posts, twenty feet apart, with a cross-bar ten feet
from the ground. A goal is won when the ball is driven between the posts and
under the bar.
4. The ball shall not be lifted off the ground with the hand, when in play.
5. There shall not be less than fourteen or more than twenty-one players aside in
regular matches.
6. There shall be an umpire for each side and a referee who will decide in cases
where the umpires disagree. The referee keeps the time and throws up the ball
at the commencement of each half.
7. The time of play shall be one hour and twenty minutes. Sides to be changed at
half-time.
8. Before commencing play hurlers shall draw up the two lines in the centre of
the field opposite to each other and catch hands or hurleys across, then
separate. The referee then throws the ball along the ground between the
players or up high over their heads.
9. No player to catch, trip or push from behind. Penalty, disqualification of the
offender and free puck to the opposite side.
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10. No player to bring his hurley intentionally in contact with the person of
another player. Penalty as in Rule 9.
11. If the ball is driven over the end-lines and not through the goals, the player
who is defending the goal shall have a free puck from the goal. No player of
the opposite side to approach nearer than twenty yards until the ball is struck.
The other players to stand on the goal line. But if the ball is driven over the
goal line by a player whose goal it is, the opposite side shall have a free puck
on the ground twenty yards out from the goal posts. Players whose goal it is to
stand on the goal line until the ball is struck. N.B. Hitting both right and left is
allowable.
The hurley may be of any pattern fancied by the player.

Document Questions
Description and Comprehension
What class of document is this?
When was the document produced?
Which rules are directly concerned with play, layout of the pitch and goal shapes?
What penalty is stipulated for players who commit aggressive fouls?
Which rules were drawn up with the safety of the players in mind?
Interpretation and Criticism
Why was there a need for a published standardised set of rules for hurling and football
in 1885?
Compare the rules for football with those for hurling: identify differences; is there any
attempt made to standardise the two sets of rules?
Why was the adoption of rules to govern Gaelic games vital for the long-term success
of the sports?
Wider Context
List three differences between the rules for the modern games of hurling and Gaelic
football and those set out in this document.
Are any of the rules laid down in this document still in force?
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Document 12
Advertisements for Gaelic sports gear (*United Ireland, 17 October 1885).
Description of Document
Manufacturers of sporting products were quick to recognize the commercial
opportunities afforded by the GAA and the revived interest in Gaelic sports. As can
be seen from these advertisements, in the early years of the GAA the style of goals,
the shape of hurleys and even the attire of the players varied considerably from the
present-day. Although the depiction of the Gaelic football match is highly stylized, it
can be seen that the posts used for the game at this date were similar to those used for
soccer. However, concerns about the number of drawn games prompted a change in
the style of goalposts in 1886. The size and configuration of the scoring space was
dramatically altered by increasing the dimensions of the goals. Australian-style point
posts were also introduced. This configuration was used by the GAA until the early
1900s. Also, the shape of the hurley or camán was quite different. It had a square
rather than the modern curved end. In areas where hurling had not been played for
years there was little idea of how to make either the hurleys or the balls used in the
game. Nevertheless, the wave of enthusiasm which greeted the founding of the GAA
in 1884 ensured that there was public demand for Gaelic sports products to which
these Cork companies were eager to respond.

Document Questions
Description and Comprehension
How do the companies promote their products?
How does the shape of the hurley depicted in the advertisement differ from those used
by the Dublin Metropolitan Club in Document 10?
Describe the attire of the Gaelic football players. To what extent does their dress
reflect the rules for football laid down in Document 11?
Interpretation and Criticism
Why do you think the shape of the hurley has changed so dramatically over the years?
Comment on the style of the Gaelic football shown in the advertisement. How does it
differ from the modern ball?
What do these advertisements tell you about the GAA’s success in popularising the
sports of hurling and football?

Wider Context and Comparison
Is there any evidence in these advertisements to suggest that the revival of Gaelic
sports was a relatively recent occurrence?
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Why are advertisements particularly useful indicators of the early success of the
GAA?
Using Documents 10, 11 and 12 as resources, design your own advertisements for the
GAA Keep in mind the fact that the Association is a relatively new organisation and
the sporting public may not be aware of the rules and regulations of Gaelic games.
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